A Smarter Way To
Secure Your Space
Cloud-powered physical security built for
simplicity, reliability and limitless scale.

overview

All-in-One Physical Security
Verkada combines enterprise video security and access control into a seamless,
natively integrated platform. From Command, Verkada’s centralized cloud-based
management platform, users can simultaneously monitor door-based events with
correlated video footage across their organization in real-time.

Key Benefits
Simple to Install
In just minutes, cameras and
door controllers come online
and are ready to use.

Hybrid Cloud Video Security
Available in a wide-range of form factors, Verkada’s line of hybrid cloud cameras
leverage powerful on-board processing to deliver advanced AI analytics insights
across your organization.
All cameras include built-in video retention, including options up to 365 days of
continuous recordings.
Cloud-Based Access Control
Built from the ground-up, Verkada’s access control solution is designed to bring
plug-and-play simplicity to managing doors, users and credentials across their
organization.

Plug-and-Play Design
No need to set up VPNs, open
ports or advanced security
configurations — ever.

Limitless Scale
Add as many cameras, doors,
credentials and users across
any number of sites.

cloud management

Strengthen Security, Simplify Management
Verkada Command provides users with an all-in-one solution for managing their
organization to accessing and investigating events.
One Platform to Manage All Devices
Centrally manage and access all
cameras and doors from any device.

Stay Ahead With Automatic Updates
Benefit from always having the latest
security and feature enhancements.

Actionable Insights in Real Time
See what is happening across your
organization instantaneously.

Secure By Default
All data—in-transit and at rest—is fully
encrypted without any configurations.
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